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The fraction of pool volume filled with fine
;c;<:diment (uslwlly tine sand to medium gravel)can
be a nse!'ill index of the sediment supply and
snostrate habitat ofgraycl~bedchannels. 11 can be
u"cd 10 cvaluat(; and monitor channel (>lI1dition
and to detect and evaluate sediment sources. nlis
fraetiou!V*) is the ratio offine~sedil1lcnt volume
III pool waK'T volume plus linc-sediment volume.
f'!lese volulllcs arc computed Ti)rt!Jc residtml por
tion of the pool that lies below Ihc devation l'fthc
downstream rime crest. Fin\>sediment thickness
is measured oy driving a gradlluted metal probe
into a fiw>gl',lined deposit until the jQHk>rlying
euan;.~r subsirate is fell. Water dcpth ilndfJnc
s:;:dilllentthickncss arc measured across: tfallS\..-'CtS.
and volumes arc computed by S(1I11llling producl';
of cross-sectional area\; and distanc(,'S octween
lransccls. Repli(~atc 1l1eaSurements of y* were
made in 20 pools, and the variability l'fV* w, the
weighted mean value uf V* for a reach, was
analyzed in 12 reaches. The largest M)lJree of
variability in V* was the me(lsurclllcnt or fine
sedil1lent volWl1e. Topographic irregularities in
pools and on riftleerestsandeffCctsofvariation iu
discharge on me,lSllrement ofriflk crcst elevation
also af]cctcd V*, Ten to 20 pools arc needed to

estimaic V'"w in a reach, dCfwnding on acceptable
CITI)r and variability between pools.

Retrieval Terms: tine sediment. pools. Illomtol'
mg. scdimmtatl'on, lIsh hab(tut

E xperienced hydrologists and geo
morphologistscan estimate the rela
tive mobility of a streambed by

looking at indicators of bedload transport,
such as the frcshness ofbcd-surHlce mate
rial. Another such indicator is the amount
of fiue sediment in pools. Pools in gravcl
bed streams commonly contain deposits of
fine sediment (mostly sHnd and gravel) that
overlie a coarser subsrrate ofcoarse gravel.
cobbles, or boulders. In such channels, the
fraction of pool volume filled with fine
sediment can be uscd as an index of the
supply of mobile sediment. This fraction
(Y*) is the ratio ofOne-sediment volume to
pool watcr volume plus fine-sediment vol
ume, In a previOlls paper, we investigated
the relationship ofV*w' the weighted mean
value ofV* for a reach, to qualitative cvaJu~

ations of sediment yield in eight tributary
basins of the Trinity River in northwestern
California. l This study suggested that y*w

could be used to evaluate sediment supply
in gravel-bedchannels withoutdirectly mea
suring sedimem tnlTIsport or sediment de
livery from hillslopes. In one channel, y*
increased abruptly downstream of a sedi~

ment source, suggesting that y* could be
used to identify significant sediment
sources.

We arc conducting ongoing research on
the relationship between V* w' sediment
supply, and basin characteristics and are
attempting to link v* to habitar suitability
for aquatic organisms. If this is successful,
v* could be used to simultaneously evalu~

ate sediment supply and its effects on aquatic
ecosystems. These relationships could then

provide a nceded link betw-een watershed
condition and fish habitat.

This paper describes a method to mea
sure v* and discusses factors affecting the
accuracy ofcstimates ofY* and Y*)v

APPLICATIONS
AND LIMITATIONS

V* can be used to evaluate and monitor
channel condition and to identify and quan
tify effects of discrete sediment sources.
There arc, however, limits ro the types of
channels \V-here it can be used, and care
must be taken in interpreting differences in
V* bctween channels.

The usefulness ofY* is limited to chan
nels in \vhich signifJcant voillmes of fine
sediment can be deposited in pools. To
date, we have found that y* can be accu
rately measured and results consistently
interpreted in channels that have:

• a wide range in particle size between
<lrmor layers and fine sediment in pools.
Sediment supply needs to include at leasr
moderate proportions of sand and fine
graveL We have found v* to be very low
and tnsensitivc to sediment supply in ba
sins that arc formed in basalt or competent,
fine-grained metamorphic or sedimentary
rocks, for example.

• stable banks of densely rooted allu
vium, bedrock, or armored colluvium.

• a single thread. In braided channels,
the volume and proporrion offine sediment
can vary widely between ana branches and
thus create wide variations in V*.

• gradients less than about 5 percent. We
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arc uncertain about how V* varies inher
ently between step pools, which arc associ
ated with steep slopes, and barpools, which
are commonly associated wi tIl gentle slopes.

Care should be taken in interpreting
din-henees in y*wbetween di tferent stream
channels. Knowledge of variations of y*
between streams with different geologies
and stream types is needed to interpret
variations in y* with respect to sediment
supply. For example, a value of V*w of
0.15 would be expected to represent high
sediment supplies in basins underlain by
competent metamorphic rocks, but would
be considered low for basins in weathered
granite. y* values (;an be expected to be
associated with substrate conditions im
portant to aquatic organisms, such as
embeddedncss or infiltration, but specific
responses will depend on the community
present, which \\'111 in tum depend on the
natural range and variability of substrate
conditions in the channeL

These problems arc not encountered
when monitoring changes in v*'W overtime
or in using y* to evaluate sediment sources.
Yolumes of sediment from landslides, for
example, can be easily measured from air
photos or in the field, but evaluating the
intensity, extent, and duration of their im~

pacts on channels has been problematical.
y* w measurements upstream and down
stream of such sources can potentially be
used to evaluate and monitor their mobile
sediment inputs.

Measuring V* in large rivers has practi
cal limitations, although pools can be
sounded and tine sediments probed from
tethered rafts. We have measured y* in
pools as wide as 30 m and 2000 mJ in
volume. Small pools creatc no logistical
problems, but measurement precision may
need to be increased in very small pools « I
IllJ in volume). We have measured y* in
second- through fifth-order channels.

METHODS
V*w is estimated in a section ofa stream

channel by measuring the water and fine
sediment volume in the residual pool in all
of the pools in a study reach and then
calculating the weighted average value of
V* for the reach.

Time and Equipment
Two or three experienced people can

measure a wadable pool in half an hour to
an hour, but accurate measurement oflarge
pools rcquires a raft. which takes more
peoplcandmoretime. Theminimumequip
ment required is two tapes, chaining pins,
and a graduated rod. The rod must be long
enough to measure water depth plus fines
depth in the deepest part of the pool. A rod
made of one-half inch diameter stainless
steel probes fine sediment deposits well
w-ithout bending, Systematic sampling also
requires a calculator with a random number
generator or a random number table. We
usc a palmtop computer with a spreadsheet
to choose transect locations, enter the data,
and calculate Y*. This reduces data pro
cessing time and provides an opportunity to
catch and correct errors in the field.

Choosing a Study J:teach and
Identifying Pools

The general location of a study reach is
set by the purpose of the study. Reaches
may be located upstreDm and dO\vnstream
of a sediment source or downstream of a
watershed rehabilitation project, for ex
Rmple. The specitic location is chosen to
avoid complicating factors which might
affect y* \,vithin the reach, such as intra
reach sediment inputs, braided sections. or
tributaries. A reach should include enough
pools to provide an accurate estimate of
y* w for the stream segment The number of
pools needed depends on the variability of
v* between pools and on the desired accu~

racy of tbe estimate of y* IV' (n channels
where v* docs not vary greatly between
pools, 10 to 15 pools arc often suffident
(sec Discussion).

After a study reach has been selected,
the length of the reach is surveyed to jden~

tify pools to measure and determine what
constitutes fine sediment in this channel.
For our purposes, a measurable pool is an
area ofchannel which (I) has a significant
residual depthL } (the deepest part of the
pool must be at least twicc as deep as the
water flowing out of the pool at the down~
stream end); (2) has an essentially flat wa
ter surface during low flow (water surface
slope <0.05 percent); and (3)ineludes most
ofthc channel (it must include the thalweg
and occupy at least half of the \vidth of the
10w~t1ow channel). The specitic criteria

can vary, as long as they arc repeatable and
consistent across all reaches compared. We
allow for possible variation in depositional
patterns between ditferent types orpools by
measuring all pools ina reach, regardless of
origin, but pool type could be a selection
factor if enough pools are available. One
should avoid measuring potential pools with
unclear boundaries, such as long glides
containing sl11all deep areas or small deep
areas in rocky channels, because it is diffi
cult to measure such pools consistently.

\Vhat constitutes fine sediment in achan
nel is detcm1incd by the distribution of
particle sizes and patterns of tine-sediment
deposition in the channel. Fine sediment is
defined as the material forming the matrix
among the gravel framework of the bed
materiaL4 TklS material is commonly win
nowed from areas ofhigh shear stress, such
as riftles, and deposited in pools. I Fine
sediment in a rC1.teh is defined as material
which (l) is distinctly finer than thc bed
surface (median particle sile (D50) of fine
sedimcnt approximately one tenth or less
onhe D50 0fthe bed surface) and (2)c<1n be
distinguished from underlying coarsersedi
ment by probing with the rod. Deposits of
fine sediment that arc anTIored (covered by
a layer oflarger sediment) or densely occu
pied by roots of riparian plants arc not
considered available for transport and are
not measured, In most channels, fine scdi~

ment is defined for working purposes as
deposits with a D so of II mm or less, but
deposits with a D50 ofl6 mm (medium
gravel) can be measured in channels with
large surface particle sizes and high trans
port energy.

Measuring Riffle-Crest Depth and
OetiningPool Boundaries

Calculation of y* requires measuring
the volume ofwater and fine sediment in the
"residual" pool. The residual pool is de
fined as the portion ofthe pool that is deeper
than the riffle crest fon11ing the downstream
lip of the pool, that is, the pool that would
remain ifthcre were negligible surface flow
(jig'lIre 1A).3 The riffle crest is a high poini
on a longitudinal prome and usually the
shallowest place at the downstream end ofa
pool. During low flows, when the water
surface in pools is nearly flat, the riffle crest
can be identit1ed by the beginning of the
rimed, more sloping water surface.

2 USDA Forest Service Res. Note PSW~RN-414-WEI3..1993..



A. LONGITUDINAL PROFILE

Water Surface \7
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Riffle Crest

the upstream ends ofmanypools, Ihe bound,
ary is where a plane at the elevation ofthe
riffle crest would intersect thc streambed
with fine sediment removed (see figure
I A). In a few situations, we exclude sec
tions of stream channel which would be
included in this definition. For example, a
long glide extending into a pool may be
excluded, even if the glide is deeper than
the riffie-crest depth. Similarly, if the up
stream end of the pool is a riffle that is
deeper than the riffle crest. the upstream
boundary ofthe pool is defined as where the
nearly horizontal water surface would be
gin at a minimum flow.

Figure 1--(A) Longitudinal profile of a fXlOI, showing the riffle crest and the area included in the
residual pool vo/.ume. (6) Cross section of a pool, showing measurement of water and fine sediment
depth and volume of water and fine sediment in the scoured resklual pool

B. CROSS SECTION

Water Surface

The first step in calculating V· is to
measure the riffle-crest depth and define
the pool boundaries. Water depth at the
riffle crest is measured by taking the me
dian of several depth measurements taken
across the thalweg at the riffle crest (figure
2). Because the riftle-eresl depth defines
the residual pool, it is important to measure
it consistently. Near the riffle crest, the
water surface may break 10 several places,
discontinuously, or gradually over a dis
tance. The riffle crest is identified as the
shallowest continuous line (usually not
straight) across the channel close to where
the water surface becomes continuously
riffled, Depths are measured across the
deepest part of the flow at 5~20 evenly
spaced locations along this line, depending
on the width and irregularity of the mea
sured section. To consistently measure the

same section of the riffle crest, measure
ments are taken where we expect water to
flow at minimum discharge, Thus the mea
sured section occupies a smaJler proportion
of the total wetted width at high flows than
at low Hows. Detining and measuring the
riffle crest can be confusing. Survey teams
should discuss measurement locations and
periodically take duplicate measurements
to maintain consistency.

Water depths and fine-sediment depths
are measured within the "scoured rcsidual
pool," which is the residual pool that would
result if all of the tine sedimcnt in the pool
were removed. Ifthe water surface over the
pool is essentially horizontal, the boundary
of the scoured residual pool is where water
depth plus fine-sediment depth equals riftle
crest depth (jigure IS), Where the water
surface is not completely horizontal, as at

Measuring Water and Fine Sediment
Volume

Vohmtes of water and fine sediment in
the residual pool are calculated from mea
surementsofwater and tine-sediment depth
along a series of cross sections in the pool.
The basic technique is essentially a system
atic sample. with cross sections spaced
evenly along the length of the pool. Zero
area cross sections arc assumed at the ends
of the pool. Depth-measurement points are
spaced evenly across each cross section and
at either end. The locations ofboth the "'"fOSS

sections and thc depth-measurement points
are determined from a random start. The
basic system is modified in some cases to
improve the accuracy of the estimate. The
basic systematic sample will be described
firsL followed by examples of modifica
tions for specific situations.
Basic systematic sample (figure 2).

I. Stretch a tape along the length of the
pool, from the upstream end to the furthest
point on the riffle crest or along the longest
dimension of the pooL This tape must be
straight, since bends will distort the volume
calculations. If the pool is so irregular that
a bend cannot be avoided, divide the pool
into sections and measure each separately
(figure 3).

Z. Draw a sketch map ofthe pool, show~
ing locations of the upstream end of the
pool, rime crest, areas of fine-sediment
deposition. and major features of the pool,
such as logs and outcrops.

3, Decide on the number of cross sec
tions and the distance between depth-mea
surement points. The appropriate sampling
intensity depends on the complexity of the
pool and on the accuracy required. We lake
from 4 to 10 cross sections in each pool and

3 USDA Forest ~rvice R~s. Note PSW~RN-414-WEB. 1993
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FIgure 2-Pool #21. Horse Unto Creek, showing location of the longitudinal tape, transects, measurement points for water and fine sediment depth,
the riffle crest, and measurement points for riffle crest depth

set the distance between depth locations to
provide 7 to 16 points across the widest
cross section,

4. Detennine the locations ofcross sec
tions and depth-measurement points. Di
vide the total length of the pool by the
number of cross sections to tind the dis
tance between sections. Choose a random
number bern'cen zero and this distance to
locate the first cross section, and add the
chosen spacing to locate the remaining sec
tions. Choose random numbers between
zero and the distance between depth-mea
surement points to locate the first point in
from the edge of each cross section.

5. Run a tape perpendicular to the length
wise tape at each cross-section location.
Measure water depth and the thickness of
any fine sediment present at each measure
ment point with a graduated rod. Fine
sediment depth is detennined by probing

with the rod until a change in resistance is
felt as it strikes coarser material (figure 1B).
A small sledge may be useful for probing
deep deposits. The cross section begins at
the edge ofthe scoured residual pool, where
waterdepth plus fines depth becomes greater
than riffle-crest depth (figure 1B). Record
total water depth and fines depth at both
edges of the pool, and at regular intervals
across the pool as detennined in step 4.lfa
fines deposit deep enough to be included in
the scoured pool extends above the water
surface, record height above the water sur
face as a negative water depth.

Mod{jications. The advantage of the
basic systematic sample is that it is simple,
repeatable, and statistically unbiased. The
main disadvantage is that it does not use
intomlation about the pool (such as the
location of fines deposits) that is available
to the people taking the measurements. The

basic sample can be modified in a variety of
ways, from decreasing the distance between
cross sections or depth-measurement points
at some locations to dropping the systematic
sample entirely and deliberately choosing
cross-section or depth-measurement
locations or both. Because deliberately
chosen locations introduce potential bias,
locations are chosen only when it will clearly
improve the accuracy ofthecstimate. These
are some common situations in which
modifications can improve accuracy:

9 [n most pools, fines occupy less than
one-half of the substrate area. To measure
tines volume more accurately, the distance
between depth measurement point~ is usu·
ally reduced over fines deposits, and points
are added at their edges. Also, cross sec
tions are often added to measure an area of
fines more intensely or to detine its up
stream or downstream limits.

4 USDA Forcsl $en-icc Rcs. Note PSW·RN-4t4-WEB. t993.
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, Depth Measurement Point

Boundary between Sections

Figure 3-Measuring a pool with a bend. The longitUdinal tape is strung in two straight segments, transects are located systematically
along the tape, and a zero-area Cross section is recorded at the location of the bend in the tape.

scoured residual pool volume
whL'fescoured residual pool volume= residual
fines volume residual watervolumc.

Calculating V* and V*"
v* is calculated as follows:
1. Calculate the residual cross-sectional

area (the area deeper than the depth at
the riffle crest) of fines and water in
each cross section.

2. Sct a zero-area cross section at the
upstream and downstream ends ofthe
pool.

3. Calculate the average residual cross
sectional area of tines and water
between each pair of adjacent cross
sections.

4. Multiply the average cross-sectional
area for each pair by the distance
bet\veen them.

5. Add the volumes ofthe waleI' and fine
sediment in all the segments to find
the totals for the pool.

6. Calculate y* for the pool:

• Ifa pool has a deep, complex segment
and another segment that is nlirly long,
simple, and shallow, the pool may be di
vided into two segments and the more com
plex segment sampled more intensely. A
cross section at the boundary between seg
ments makes the volume estimates for each
more accurate.

• Cross sections or depth-measurement
points or both may be added to adjust for
irregularities in pool shape, such as large
rocks, holes, or shoals.

• [f most or all of the fines in a pool are
in a few discrete deposits, their volume can
be measured separately. The pool volume
is measured using the basic systematic tech
nique, as though fines in the discrete depos
its were absent (fines depth measurements
in the deposits arc recorded as zero), The
residual-pool volume of fine sediment in
the deposits is then measured Illoreinten
sivcly, and the volumes of the discrete
deposits are added 10 the tine sediment
volume measured in the rest of the pool.

v' residual fines volume

5

A sample data set with detailed instructions
and examples Qf the calculations is shown
in appcmhx A. Worksheets arc available to
do these calcutatiQns in Lotus 1-2-3 and in
SQL*Calc.

v*w is the average ofthe y*'s for all the
pools in a reach weighted by the scoured
pool volumc of each pool. Because y* is
the ratio of fines volumc to scoured pool
volume, the weighted mean t()r the reach
can be simply calculated as:

1: (residual tines volume)

I: (scQured residual pool volume)

The variance of the estimated residual
waleI' volume, fines volume, and y* t()r
individual pools may be assessed by
remeasuring a sample of the· p(m!s and treat
ing each measurement as a random sample of
all possible measurements of that pool. The
variability of V*w for the reach can also be
estimated, but since V* is a ratio of two
estimates (fines volume and water volume),
calculating the variability of the weighted

USDA For"''51 Service Res. Nptc PSW·RN·414·WER tQ93.
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mean is complex;. A hmnula for estimating
the variability ofV*w is in appendix B. along
with a process for testing for significant
differences in V* IN betw-een reaches.

ACCURACY OF THE ESTIMATES

The accuracy of the estimated value of
y* IV for a reach depends on the accuracy of
the estimatesofV* for each pool and on the
variability ofY* between pools in the reach.
To find out how precise our individual pool
volume measurements were i we measured
variabi lity due to samplingand measurement
en'or by repeating measurements of several
pools. We also investigated how discharge at
the time of measurement affected the mea
sured surface elevation of the residual pool
and consequent values of V*. To find out
how variability between pools affected V*w'

we studied the relationship between the esti
mated value ofY*wand the variability ofthe
estimate of V* IV ill 12 reaches, eight in the
Trinity River watershed and four others in
northern California.

Individual Pool Estimates
Nine pools in Trinity River tributaries

were measured three times each in 1990.
and six of these were remeasured two or
three times each in 1991. For these dupli
cate measurements, we kept riffle-crest
depth and pool length constant and varied
the starting point tor the systematic sample.
The standard deviatIon of V* ranged from
0.00 to 0.08, and increased slightly with
V*. Coefficients ofvariation ranged from 0
to 170 percent, with the higher values con
centrated at very low values ofV* (figure
4/ The coefficient of variation ofV* in a
pool was highly correlated to that ofthe tine
sediment volume in that pool (r = 0.995).
Figure 4 also includes the coefficients of
variation for five poo Is in the Salmon River,
California, which were measured thrcctimes
each in 1991. These measurements were
taken a week apart, by different people, and
rime~crest depth and pool length varied
somewhat between measurements. The
standard deviations and coefficients of
variation of those pools were similar to
those of the other replicate measurements.

discharge. If the riffle crest is always mea
sured in the same place, the riftle~crest depth
will increase exactly as much as the water
surface ofthe pODI rises, the elevation of the
surface of the residual pool (rime-crest el
evation) will be constant, and the same vol
umewill be measuredatany discharge. How
ever, because locating the rime crest and
selecting the section to measure arc some
what subjective, there is some potential for
error. Systematic errors could occur if the
measuredriffle-nest eIcvation is consistently
afIeeted by discharge and if V*is consis
tently affected by riftlc-crest elevation. To
determine whether discharge affects riffie
crest elevation, we measured riffle-crest el
evation (water-surface elevation minus the
mefL'iured riffle-crest depth) at three pools in
Jacoby Creek at four different flow levels.
Elevations were lllC2.sured at extremely lo\v
base flows. normal summer base tlows, and
tlowssigniticantlyabove summerbase flows.
To tind out whether riffie-crest elevation
affects V*, V*'s calculated atdiffercntrift1e
crest depths were compared tor sample pools
from five creeks in northern California.

Measurlxirif11e-crl"Stdcvatioll'i inJuC'oby
Creek tended to be higher at Imv flows than
at high tlmvs, possibly because the width of
the minimum flow channel was lmderesti-

mated at high flows. Riffle-crest elevations
did change less than water-surface eleva
tions, however. Maximum changes in water
sutfaceclevation ranged from 0.1 Oto020m.
whereas changes in riffle-crest elevation
ranged from 0.01 to 0.07 tn. Maximum
changes in residual elevation were eqltiva
lent to 10 percent, 25 percent, and 70 percent
of the riftle-crest depth of the respective
pools at moderately low flows.

To evaluate the eftect ofan error ofthis
magnitude in rift1e-crest elevation on V*.
we calculated V* using a rift1e-crest depth
equivalent to 150 perceltt of the original
value (measured at moderately low tlows)
inl9 pools. Original values of V* ra.nged
trom 0.0 I to 0.62. The deeper rime-crest
depths resulted in smaller residlIul pools,
whieh had higher V* values in 18 ofthe 19
cases. The mean percent change in y* was
13 percent( 16pcrcentifthe negative change
was omitted), which corresponded to a mean
absolute change in y* ofO.OS.

Variability in V*"
We calculated the standard crror of the

estimate of v*w for all of the reaches we
measured using the formula in appendix B.
We then modified the formula to predict the
number of samples (pools) required to

Effect of Discharge on v*
Because we measure only within residual

pools, the measured water and fine-sediment
volumes (and thus V*) should llot vary with

Figure 4--VariabUity of the estimate of V*, from multiple measurements ofV* on pools tn Trinity River
tributaries in 1990 and 1991 and in the South Fork Salmon River in 1991. The coefficient of variation
is the percentage ratio of the standard error of the mean to the mean value of V* for each set of
measurements.

6 USDA Forest Service R('$. Note PS\V-RNAI4-\VEB. 1993,



Figure 5--Predicted sample sizes necessary to limit the error in V"IV to 20 percent of the value of V"w

for that reach, calculated for 12 reaches_ Our estimate of V*w for each reach is shown with our
standard error of the estimate for that reach, which was based on 10-20 pools.
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would probably have been enough in most
reaches. The calculated sample size (figure
5; is not necessarily the number of pools
that should be measured in each reach,
since the percent error in V* IV needed to
distinguish between reaches willdepend on
both the value ofV* IV (a 20 percent error is
a large range of V* IV values when v* \Ii is
high and a small range when y* IV is small)
and on the closeness of the values being
compared. The sample size calculation docs,
however, indicate the relative sampling in
tensIty required to be able to measure reaches
with high standard errors at the same preci
sion as rcaches with lower variabIlity be
tween pools. We recommend evaluating
the Irregularity of the pools and the varia
tion in y* before and during data collection
in a reach, Ifall of the pools in a reach have
similar values ofV*. then ditTerences be
tween the estimates of V* caused by mea
surement error could have a significant
effect on the variance of the estimate of
y*w' and y* w can be best estimated by
measuring a few (6-10) pools accurately.
For most reaches we recommend mcasur
ing 10-15 pools, and if the valuc of y*
varies w·ideiy hctween pools, the best strat
egy might be to mcasure as many pools as
possible (20 or more). perhaps with less
sampling intensity on each, ffY* is highly
variable but the number of pools available

yo
w

03020.1o

the potential to bias v* w. We rccommend
measuring at moderately low flows. Rift1e
crcst depths ean be difficult to measure
accurately at very low flows when the pat
tern ofthe flow is affected by surtace rocks.
At moderately high flows the water surface
over a pool is likely to slope appreciably
and affect pool volume measurements. For
monitoring overtime, comparisons will be
more accumte if v*w is measured at a
consistent stage or discharge. Similarly.
comparisons between reaches wi II be more
reliable ifall reaches are measured at nearly
the same relative now. If this is not pos
sible, allo\vance should be made for the
possibility that values of V* w measured at
high base flow could be elevated relative to
those measured at low How.

Our estimates ofthc variability of V* IV

include the dTects of measurement errors
in y* but do not include any possible bias
due to variations in discharge, since all
pools in a reach were measured at approxi
mately the same discharge, The desired
standard error ofV* \Ii depends on the preci
sIon required to detect changes in a reach,
deviations from a reference vallie. ordiffer
ences ben.vcen reaches, \Ve found that the
standard errors from measuring 10-20 pools
per reach enabled liS to distinguish fairly
well between reaches, and the sample size
calculations indicated that fcw-er pools

DISCUSSION

The main factor affecting the variability
ofthc estimate ofY* for a pool seems to be
thc amount of tines in the pool. In pools
with modcrate to high valllcs of y* (y*
>0.10), most (80 percent) of the standard
deviations were less than 20 pcreent of the
mean y* for the pool, In pools with lower
v* values, the standard deviations ranged
up to 170 percent ofV*. Although it is not
practical to expect the same percent errors
in these poois as in those with higher v*
values (because a small percent of a small
number is a very small number), it may still
be important to measure y* in these pools
more precisely than in pools with a higher
proportion of fine sediment. Error in V*
was strongly correlated wIth error in fines
volume measurement, and fine sediment
does tend to be measured less intensIvely
when it occupies a small proportion of the
area of the pool, Therefore, we strongly
recommend increasing sampling intenSIty
in areas of fines or measuring fine-sedi
ment deposits separately, or both, particu~

larly w'here fine-sediment deposits occupy
a small proportion ofthe surface area ofthe
pool or when it is Important to measure low
values ofV* accurately.

Estimates of the rnaximum possible er
ror in y* due to variations in discharge (13
16 percent of y* measured at moderately
low flow) were slightly less than the 18
percent average measurement error for rep~

licatc measurements at aconstant discharge.
However, measurement elTor from system
atic samples with a random start is random,
\-V-hereas errors due to changes in water
dcpth appear to be consistent and thus have

achieve a standard error of 20 percent of
V* IV for each rcach. The standard errors of
our reaches. each of which included 10 to
20 pools, ranged from 0.01 to 0.06 and
averaged 17 percent of the valuc of V*w'

The calculated sample size necessary to
obtain a 20 perccnt error in y* w ranged
from 4 to 26 pools and gcnerally decreased
as v*w increased. Exceptions \vere reaches
in Grouse Creek, which had extremely ir
regular pools due to the presence of very
large boulders, and in North Fork Caspar
Creek, which had irregular pools caused by
large woody debris. These two reaches had
high standard errors and required higher
sample sizes.
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in the reach is limited (by sediment sources,
changes in slope, etc.), putting more etIoct
into sampling each pool will at least reduce
the meastlrcment-.error component of the
total variability. Ifthe objective is io moni
tor a reach over time, and ifthe structure of
the pools in a reach is fairly stable, accurate
measurements of a few major pools at ap
proximately the same discharge each year
may give the best information.

SUMtvIARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS

To minimize variability ofthe estimates
and elill1inaie potential bias, we make the
following recommendations:

Fine Sediment Measurements
- 'When fine-sediment deposits occupy

u thIrd or less of the pool substrate area,
increase measurement intensity in tine
sediment deposits. either by decreasing
the distance between depth-measurement
pointsorby making separate measurements
of deposits.

Discharge Levels
-Measure all pools at moderately low

flows.
• ffa reach is being monitored overtime,

measure at approximately the same dis
charge each year.

- If reaches are being compared, mea
sure all reaches at approximately the same
relative flow.

Sample Size
• If all pools in a reach have similar

values ofV*, measure 6-1 0 pools relatively
intensively.

• If V* varies somewhat (V* for all
pools is within 20-30 percent of the mean),
measure 10-15 pools.

- IfV* is highly variable (some V*'s of
OA or more and others 0.1 or less), measure
as many pools as possible, up to 20 or so.

- If the objective is to monitor changes
over time in a single reach, and if the pools
in the reach are stmehIfally stable. inten
sive measurement ofa few pools (4-5 mini
mum) may minimize variability and pro
vide additional int(Jrmation about changes
in individual pools.

8 USDA Fore5l Service Res. Note PSW-RN-414-WEB. 1993.



APPENDIX A

Calculating Residual Pool Water Volume, Fine-Sediment Volume, and V*
Follow thc5C basic steps to compute residual-water and fine-sediment volumes for a pool:

L Calculate cross-sectional areas of the water and fine sediment in the residual pool at each cross section.
2. Assume a zero-area cross section at the beginning and cnd ofthe pool. Calculate water and sediment volumes in cells between

each pair of adjacent cross sections, including the zero-area cross sections at the endpoints.
3. Sum residual-water and fine-sediment volumes for all of the cells to compute total volumes.

The following example of the calculations uses the data from a very small pool. In this example, d= water depth. drc = riffle-crest
depth, and}'r=finc-sediment thickness, These are the data:

rime-crest depth (dre ) = 0.10 m; total length of pool =::; lLO m

cross section # I at 2.4 m
distance (m) 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 2.7
dIm) 0.10 0.50 0.88 OAO 0.10

Yr(m) 0 0 0.02 0.02 0

cross section #2 at 6.4 m
distance (m) 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 6.2
dIm) 0.06 0.62 0.74 1.12 0.96 0.70 0.56 0.10

Yr(m) 0.04 0.10 0.02 0.01 0 0 0 0

cross section #3 at 10.4 m
distance (m) 0 0.8 1.8 2.8 3.8 4.6
d(m) -0.02 0.08 1.08 1.14 0.94 0.10
y,,(m) 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.06 0.04 0

The first step is to compute depths of the water and fines in the residual pool. The residua! water depth, df' is the water depth minus
the riffle crest depth. The residual fmc-sediment thickness,Yrf, is the thickness of the fine sediment bdow the riffle crest (figure i).

If the water depth at any location is less than the riffle crest depth, the fines thickness at that location is reduced by a correspondlng
amount. That is, dr = d ~ d re and IF d < dre, THEN Yrf'= )'f- (elfe - d). ELSE Yrt'= Yr' After these calculations, the data look like this:

cross section # I
distance (m) 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 2.7
dr(m) 0 OAO 0.78 0.30 0

Yrf(m) 0 0 0.02 0.02 0

cross section #2
distance (m) 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 6.2
d,(m) -0.04 0.52 0.64 1.02 0.86 0.60 OA6 0

Yrf(m) 0 0.10 0.02 0.01 0 0 0 0

cross section #3
distance (m) 0 0.8 1.8 2.8 3.8 4.6

"r(m) -0.12 -0.02 0.98 1.04 0.84 0
Yrf(m) 0 0.08 0.14 0.06 0.04 0

The next step is to compute cross-sectional areas of water and fine sediment. \Ve start by calculating the width Wi, average residual
depth (dr)!, and average fine-sediment thickness (}'rtJi ofeach segmcnt ufthc cross section (betwecn two adjacent measurcment points).

cross scction#: I
segment number
wi(m)

(d,), (m)

(Vrf)i (m)

I
0.5
0.20
o

2
I
0.59
0.01

.'
I
0.54
0.02

9

4
0.2
0.15
0.01
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cross section #2
segment number I 2 3 4 5 6 7

wi (m) I I I I I I 0.2
(d,), (m) 0.24 0.58 0.83 0.94 0.73 0.53 0.23

(Y,,), (m) 0.05 0.06 0.015 0.005 0 0 0

cross section #3
segment number I 2 3 4 5

'Vi (m) 0.8 I I I 0.8
(d,), (m) -0.07 0.48 1.0 I 0.94 0,42

(Yrf)i (m) 0.04 0,11 0.10 0,05 0.02

In eaeh segment, the cross-scctional flrea ofresidual water (ar)i equals (dr)i x Wi, and cross~seetionalarea of tine sediment (aff)i

equals (l'rrl i X Wi. Negative average water depths arc set equal to zero. This gives us:

cross section # I
segment number I 2

,
4-'

(or)i (m2) 0,10 0.59 0.54 0.D3
(a,,.), (m') 0 0.01 0,02 0.002

cross section #2
segment number I 2 3 4 5 6 7
(ar)i (1112) 0.24 0.58 0.83 0.94 0.73 0.53 0.046
(ari)i (m2) 0.05 0.06 0.015 0.005 0 0 0

cross section #3
segment number I 2 3 4 5

(or)i (m 2) 0 0.48 1.01 0.94 0.336

(urf)i (m2) 0.032 0.11 0.10 0.05 OJJI6

The total cross-sectional arcaofresidual water,A r, and fine sediment,Ari" ofeach cross section equals the sum ofthe corresponding
segment areas. Cross sections arc added to upstream and downstream ends of the pool and given areas of zero,

cross-section # 0 I 2 3 4
location (m downstream) 0 2.4 6,4 10,4 12
Ar (m2 ) 0 1.26 3.90 2.77 0

Ard m2) 0 0.032 0.130 0.308 0

To compute the water and fine sediment volume in each cell of the pool, between each two adjacent cross sections, we calculate
the average cross~sectionalareas ofresidual water (Ar)j and fine sediment (Arf)j and the length (lj) for each cell. The cell in the upstreflm
cnd of the pool. for example, has an average residual area equal to oni>half of the area of the tirst cross section downstream.

cell number I 2 3 4

IJ (m) 2.4 4.0 4.0 1.6
(A,)j (m2) 0.63 2.58 3.33 1.38

(A'f)j (m2) 0.016 0.081 0.219 0.154

The volumes for each cell, (Vr)j and (r~~{)j' are the average arcas times the length, and the tot,,1 for the pool is the sum of the volumes
of all the eells.

cell number I 2 3 4 total
(V,), (m3) 1.5 10.3 13.3 2.2 27,4

(V,f); (m") 0.04 0.32 0,88 0.25 1.48

total fines volume
Finally we calculate V* as: ~--:--:~~~~~~~--:~--:~~-

(total tines total residual pool volume)

and we're done!

10

0.051
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APPF;NDIX B

Estimating the Variance of the Estimate of v*
The formula we used for estimating the \'arian~c of v*IV was developed using the Delta methodS for estimating the variance of a

variable that is a function of other variables. The variance ofV* IV for a reach is calculated as:

wherej; is the tines volume and }F; is the residual pool water volume of the ith pool in the reach, andcov (t;H) is the covariance ofrha
fines volume and the water volume in the reach, The covariance is calculated as:

cov (f,w)
I;'" (t, - 7)( w, - ;;;)

n-I

The covariance can be obtained from many st<'ltistical programs by printing a variance-covariance matrix.

The calculated variance can be used to test for signif1cant ditTcrenccs in V*w between two rcaches by assuming that the test statistic.

has a standard nonnsl distribution.
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